
Name ________________________________________________________ Date ______________ Class _____________ 

Quarter II Self-Assessment 

Read and follow the directions to the best of your ability, and be as honest as possible.  

1. I have so far written and turned in a personal narrative (for Grade 6 a Reader’s Companion), a persuasive essay and 

two Writers Workshop entries: 

Yes        No 

2. I have so far written and turned in at least one essay, either a personal narrative, a persuasive essay or one Writers 

Workshop entry: 

Yes        No 

Here is a list of the essays I have so far turned in: __________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. I have made a personal commitment to complete the Writers Workshop Resurrection Plan 

Yes        No        Not applicable because I submitted something and earned a grade in CoolSis 

Instead of saying “I can’t because [insert excuse]” I will say “I can, and this is how…” 

This is how I will make it happen: _______________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. I have kept the following handouts neatly a binder so that I may refer to them regularly. Check all that apply: 

_____ Class syllabus 

_____ Procedures for entering the classroom (Grade 6 only) 

_____ Literary terms with answers 

_____ Menu of literary elements and devices/techniques 

_____ Sample essays (set-up to a personal narrative, two persuasive essays, a scar story, literary analysis essay(s), etc…) 

_____ Writers Workshop handout with essay outlines on the back 

_____ Personal narrative essay feedback with resurrection plan (Grade 10 only) 

_____ Persuasive essay feedback with resurrection plan 

_____ Writers Workshop feedback with resurrection plan 

_____ Essay grading rubric 

_____ Others not listed here  

5. I attend class consistently, arrive on time, eagerly jump into tasks and follow all class and school rules. Circle the 

number that most applies to you, with 1 being “not at all” and 10 being “all the time.” 

1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10 

6. The written work I produce as homework and in class (including my private journal which is neither read nor graded) 

represents my best and is at or above grade level. I am proud of what I create and turn in, and my essays and 

assignments consistently earn high marks from Ms. Kittelson. Circle the number that most applies to you, with 1 being 

“not at all” and 10 being “all the time.” 

1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10 



7. The written work I produce in class, while lower than grade level, represents my best. I am proud of my attempts. 

Circle the number that most applies to you, with 1 being “not at all” and 10 being “all the time.” 

1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10 

8. I don’t try as hard as I could. Circle the number that most applies to you, with 1 being “That’s not true; I try super 

hard” and 10 being “I don’t try at all, but I should.” 

1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10 

9. This is a description of how I study the literary terms: ____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. This is a career that I am currently interested in pursuing in the future followed by a detailed reason why:  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. My grades in all of my classes currently are: 

English ______ Reason: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Math ______ Reason: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Science ______ Reason: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Social Science ______ Reason: _________________________________________________________________________ 

PE ______ Reason: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other ______ Reason: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Other ______ Reason: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Five words to describe me are. Circle the most applicable five: 

Independent        Confident       Helpful       Kind       Argumentative       Tired       Creative       Shy       Daring 

Musical       Artistic       Literary       Bookish       Studious       Nerdy       Bossy       Happy       Depressed       Mistrusting 

Hyper      Social        Angry       Mellow       Good Listener       Talkative       Hopeful       Responsible       Bored       Shy 

Polite       Funny       Athletic       Cute       Friendly       Spiritual/Religious       Patriotic       Skeptical       Genius 

Intelligent       Cooperative        Generous       Selfish       Impulsive (do stuff without thinking first)       Other: __________ 

 

13. My favorite part of the school day is ______________________ because ____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

14. My favorite thing to do outside of school is: ___________________________________________________________ 

because ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

15. I feel safe and cared about at school:         Yes        No        Reason why: ______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


